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Patterns Direct Connections for Intra- And Inter-Enterprise: Direct Connections for Intra- And Inter-EnterpriseIBM Press, 2003
The Patterns for e-business are a group of proven, reusable assets that can be used to increase the speed of developing and deploying Web applications. This IBM Redbook focuses on point-to-point application integration using the Process-focused Application Integration::Direct Connection application pattern for intra-enterprise, and the Extended...
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Spring Enterprise Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2009
The Spring Framework is a widely adopted enterprise and general Java framework. The release of Spring Framework 3.0 has added many improvements and new features for Spring development. Written by Gary Mak of the best-selling Spring Recipes and Josh Long, an expert Spring user and developer, Spring...
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Java CAPS Basics: Implementing Common EAI PatternsPrentice Hall, 2008
In their book Enterprise Integration Patterns: Designing, Building, and Deploying Messaging Solutions [EIP], Gregor Hohpe and Bobby Woolf elaborate on the subject of Enterprise Application Integration using messaging. They present, discuss, and illustrate over sixty EAI design patterns. These patterns, they believe, are key patterns most designers...
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Java EE 7 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2013

	Java EE 7 Recipes takes an example-based approach in showing how to program Enterprise Java applications in many different scenarios. Be it a small-business web application, or an enterprise database application, Java EE 7 Recipes provides effective and proven solutions to accomplish just about any task that you may...
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BEA WebLogic Server 8.1 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2003
BEA WebLogic Server Unleashed is the definitive reference work for the WebLogic developer, offering an in-depth look at the capabilities provided by WebLogic Server and illustrating the best development practices. The book covers WebLogic's role in every aspect of a J2EE application: from working with Servlets,...
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Spring Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2008
Spring addresses most aspects of Java/Java EE application development and offers simple solutions to them. By using Spring, you will be lead to use industry best practices to design and implement your applications. The releases of Spring 2.x have added many improvements and new features to the 1.x versions. Spring Recipes: A...
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Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: First LookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle WebLogic 12c is Oracle's number one strategic Application Server—able

	to run on both cloud computing systems and conventional ones. Oracle WebLogic

	12c implements the new Java EE 6 standard and supports Java SE 7, and this book

	will guide you through all the new features, enhancements, and tools inside the

	new...
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Distributed Database Management Systems: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book addresses issues related to managing data across a distributed database system. It is unique because it covers traditional database theory and current research, explaining the difficulties in providing a unified user interface and global data dictionary. The book gives implementers guidance on hiding discrepancies across systems and...
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Java EE 7 with GlassFish 4 Application ServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	A practical guide to install and configure the GlassFish 4 application server and develop Java EE 7 applications to be deployed to this server


	About This Book

	
		Install and configure GlassFish 4
	
		Covers all major Java EE 7 APIs and includes new additions such as JSON Processing
	...
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BEA WebLogic Server Administration KitPrentice Hall, 2003
BEA WebLogic Server Administration  Kit is the definitive guide to administering BEA WebLogic Server 7! Scott  Hawkins starts where the documentation leaves off, illuminating crucial concepts  and offering practical guidance for maximizing the performance, reliability, and  efficiency of any...
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Java Message ServiceO'Reilly, 2009
Java Message Service, Second Edition, is a thorough introduction to the standard API that supports "messaging" -- the software-to-software exchange of crucial data among network computers. You'll learn how JMS can help you solve many architectural challenges, such as integrating dissimilar systems and applications, increasing...
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Professional JMSWrox Press, 2001
Professional JMS lifts the lid on the collection of data communications technologies known collectively as the Java Message Service (JMS). Don't approach this book without a very solid grounding in Java network programming and familiarity with the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) environment, because the authors don't slow down for...
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